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By Denise N. Forbes 

From the Director’s Chair  

This month, it is my pleasure to inform our staff of a few important changes and                            
appointments for the CSB of Middle Georgia’s Leadership Team.  

 

While Marsha Williams has routinely given report in our Executive Leadership meetings, it 
seems much more in keeping with the importance of her role as CSBMG Compliance Officer 
that she join the team.  Congratulations, Marsha on this appointment! 

 

Secondly, most of you are aware that with Keith Moran's encouragement, we were fortunate 
to recruit Terry Richards as our Deputy CFO in April 2019,  in keeping with our policy regarding 
succession planning.  Keith suggested that the time has come to make this change, so we are 
passing the CFO torch to Terry as she officially takes on this role.  Keith will now hold the title 
of Financial Controller and will remain a viable and important part of this agency for as long as 
he would like to do so.   

 

Welcome, CFO Terry Richards, and thank you for sticking with us through one of the most 
difficult transition periods that a new CFO-in-training could possibly face.  I doubt any of us 
could have scripted anything more catastrophic if we had tried; but thankfully and hopefully, 
our agency is now on the other side of this historic IT event. 

 

And to Keith, from all our hearts, we thank you for your many years of dedicated service,  for 
being our rock through other storms we have faced,  and our friend through the years as 
well.  We are thankful that you will remain a part of this great organization. 

 

 



Stephen Smith joined our agency in September 2019, and has worked diligently to learn the 
ropes for I/DD.  He has had on-the-job training with Cynthia Shipman and Dan Barnard, as 
well as additional help from Donna Miller and Amy Tribble.  Stephen's position encompasses 
our entire 16-county area.  Cynthia Shipman and Dan Barnard handle the CSBMG Middle 
Georgia area and the CSBMG Ogeechee area, respectively, as I/DD Directors.  Dan Barnard, 
LPC,  joined our Executive Team a few months ago due to his new role and responsibili-
ties.   Welcome, Dan, to our Executive Leadership Team, and congratulations, Stephen on your 
appointment as I/DD Chief. 

 

Lastly, Lisa Montford has been our Practice Manager since '08-'09 and BH Deputy Director 
since March 2012.  She has been a dedicated employee and manager for over two decades, 
and her clinical skills, common-sense judgement, and knowledge of our agency guide our staff 
in helping those we serve make their best decisions for services and treatment.  Over the past 
several years, Lisa's role has continued to expand and evolve with added responsibilities.  To 
better highlight these responsibilities, Lisa will hold the title of CSBMG Assistant Director/
Chief Clinical Officer.   

 

Please join me in congratulating these leaders on their new appointments to our Executive 
Leadership Team and on their challenging new roles and responsibilities.  I encourage each of 
you to thank all of them for their shared commitment, service, and dedication to this agency, 
our staff and the communities we serve.  Here’s to a splendid 2020! 



My niece had a motto she liked to live by; “Be A Nice 

Human”. She loved horses, cats, dogs, and any animal 

that crossed her path. She especially loved horses. 

She rode them through her childhood and teens. She 

competed in shows, riding English, I think they call it. 

Her first horse was Sampson. He wasn’t a special 

breed, just a huge horse, with clunky hooves, and I 

swear, twice the size of other horses. But when he got  

around her, he was like a little puppy. He nuzzled her and chewed her hair. One of my favorite 

pictures of my niece is when she was resting her face against Sampson’s head as the wind 

was blowing on a sunny fall day. Her spirit was gentle. Her voice was soft.                                        

Chelsea dealt with depression most of her young life. The empathy she had for others and 

her peaceful advocacy was admirable to watch. She was willing to talk to anyone about her 

struggles and how she moved through them. She never judged anyone, and when she did, 

she looked earnestly for a way to change this in her. There was so many times she humbled 

me with her generosity and love for others. She was such a nice human. Chelsea passed away 

suddenly in May this past year. She was 27 and dealt with heart issues, she nor anyone else, 

knew existed. My family was left heartbroken, as any family is when losing someone they 

love. Over the months, we have come together to find different ways to honor her by remem-

bering her motto and developing ways to give back to places and services she found dear.  

When I think of “Be A Nice Human”, I think of honoring people. Honoring all of them, the 

good and the bad, what makes them who they are. The most important way I can honor 

someone is allow them their path, their direction and process in life. In the realm of Recov-

ery, honoring the recovery process is one of the most vital tenets. The empowerment and 

self-love that come from choosing and directing your process and progress in recovery allows 

for the growth and learning as we move forward day by day. Identifying for yourself your own 

positive mantras, mottos, principles, and “rules to live by” frame how we are in the world and 

all those who surround us.  

I am so grateful for Chelsea, my niece.  Her example has reminded me to keep the idea of 

“Being A Nice Human” as close as possible.  



 

Each year brings a new legislative session at the state Capitol in Atlanta. The 2020 

Georgia General Assembly legislative session convened for the first legislative day on 

Monday, January 13
th
. In Georgia, the General Assembly is in session for forty days. 

These forty days are utilized for hearings, debates and voting on legislative and  

budget matters. The 2020 legislative session marks the second session of a two-year 

legislative cycle. 

 
Events at the state Capitol have a direct impact on the Community Service Board of 

Middle Georgia. The General Assembly passes legislation and approves the budget of 

all state departments including the Department of Behavioral Health and                  

Developmental Disabilities (DBHDD) along with the Department of Community Health 

(state Medicaid entity).  

 
As a member of the statewide Georgia Association of Community Service Boards 

(GACSB), CSBMG is kept abreast of legislative and budget actions happening in           

Atlanta through the GACSB’s legislative work. We also have a presence by                    

participating in numerous events at the state Capitol which showcases our work and 

provides an avenue for advocacy on behalf of the individuals we serve. These include: 

CSB Day at the Capitol; Mental Health Day; Children’s Mental Health Awareness Day; 

Addiction Recovery Day; and I/DD Advocacy Days. 

 
Anticipated legislation relating to Community Service Boards for the 2020 session           

includes: 

• Behavioral Health Reform and Innovation Commission (HB 514) 

• Insurance Reform 

• Tort Reform 

• Scope of Practice Issues 

• Out-of-Network Billing 

• Conversion Therapy Prohibition 

• Gender Reassignment 

• Mental Health Parity 

By:  Amy Tribble 



CSBMG is funded in part by DBHDD through the State’s annual budget. The Joint 

House and Senate Appropriations Committee recently convened for their first of three 

days of hearings; Governor Kemp opened testimony by calling for continued           

conservatism in budgeting. The Governor had previously instructed state departments 

to reduce their Amended Fiscal Year (AFY) 2020 budget by 4% and their Fiscal Year 

(FY) 2021 budget by 6%. On January 23
rd

, Commissioner Judy Fitzgerald presented 

the DBHDD budget to the Joint Appropriations Committee.  Two budgets were             

presented: AFY 2020 and FY 2021.  She explained that much of the agency's budget 

was not exempt from the Governor's directives and there were some unavoidable cuts 

to services. DBHDD budget decreases per fiscal year by category of reductions are 

listed below: 
 

AFY 20   $34.2 million 

FY    21   $45.9 million 

Reduction/efficiencies in administration (DBHHD state level) 
AFY 20   $1.5 m  

FY    21   $2.3 m 

Reduction to services not yet implemented (DBHDD state level and provider network) 
AFY 20 $16.3 m 

FY    21 $25.4 m 

Reduction to underutilized services/programs/contracts (DBHDD state level and      
provider network) 

AFY 20 $9.2 m 

FY    21 $8.6 m 

Reduction to cost @ five state hospitals (DBHDD state level) 
AFY 20 $7.1 m 

FY    21 $9.5 m 
 

It’s important all staff understand that action taken at the General Assembly affects our 
day to day operations. HB 514, Behavioral Health Reform and Innovation                        
Commission, is in its infancy therefore some time will pass before we know the               
outcome(s) and how and if the Commission will affect our work.  Yes, the 4 and 6          
percent decrease to DBHDD are significant but by being informed we all are better 
equipped to lessen the amount of reduction seen at our agency. By completing all  

necessary documentation in a timely manner, you are the key to CSBMG minimizing loss 

of revenue.  

 

By:  Amy Tribble 



Overcoming Stigma to Engage Clients 

CSB of Middle Georgia / Ogeechee Division: EIS coordinator &               
infection control nurse Wendy Felix (center) and EIS worker Jennifer 

McTier (left) with CSB of Middle Georgia/Quentin's Place team:             
Marlena Dixon and Vivian Hunter. 

Stigma can make people who suffer from a substance use disorder deny the need for            
treatment - and it is frequently a barrier to HIV testing. Wendy Felix, EIS coordinator for the 
Ogeechee Division of the CSB of Middle Georgia has thought a lot about how to engage           
clients in HIV testing - despite the stigma. 
  

"We try to be patient and compassionate and open so clients feel comfortable," says Wendy. 
"Although conducting a thorough assessment and providing education is important,             
sometimes it's not about talking or asking questions, it's just about listening to what they 
have to say - a lot of times just being willing to listen goes farther than anything." 
   

Wendy has also had success reaching her audience with down-to-earth educational                    
resources. "We have different pamphlets and literature on HIV, but they're not very                 
user-friendly," says Wendy. "So I tried to create a handout that contains useful information 
and is easy to understand. I call it Here's the 411 on HIV," (to request a copy, email 
winona@imaginehope.com.) She uses the handout - which explains how HIV is contracted, 
the risk factors and how to prevent exposure, what happens if someone does test positive, 
and emphasizes that HIV testing should be a routine part of healthcare for everyone - to 
help educate clients, their family members, and Ogeechee staff members. 



RECENT HAPPENINGS AND RECOGNITION WITH OUR           

OGEECHEE HIV PROGRAM  

Last quarter, (from October 1st to December 31, 2019), our Ogeechee HIV team tested 59            

individuals; with 21 of those being performed at outreach events, and all tests yielding              

negative results.  Ogeechee also had 3 self-reported HIV diagnoses with individuals in our  

outpatient clinics.  CSBMG-Ogeechee was represented by Wendy Felix at two outreach events 

in the community last quarter.  

 The first was a health fair at Jenkins County Medical Center in Millen, GA.  This event began 

at 6 am (way too early!) and ended at 12 pm.  This was a rather small event with limited            

participants and vendors.  Most of the attendees came through the fair before work that 

morning to take advantage of the low cost or free labs the hospital had to offer.  Despite the 

limited participation at the event, Wendy Felix was able to provide education to 20 people 

and perform an HIV test for 5 of those.  

On October 31, 2019, Wendy attended the Healthy U Health Fair in Swainsboro.  This was a 

well-attended event with numerous vendors and a good crowd of participants. Wendy used a 

combination of creativity and humor on her display boards and festive Halloween decorations 

on the vendor table to catch the eyes of the passers-by.  Wendy was assisted at the event by 

Robin Mulrooney, billing specialist, who graciously offered to tag along and assist in any way 

needed. Robin and Wendy provided much education and literature on HIV, and on all 

CSBMG’s programs and services; and they also gave away a lot of free contraceptive items.  

Wendy performed 16 HIV tests at the Health Fair, with most of those tested being college       

students.  It is always especially rewarding for our HIV testing team (HIV EIS) to be able to test 

and educate young people.  The highlight of the event was the “Punch A Pumpkin”. All those 

that got an HIV test got to “Punch A Pumpkin” to win a prize.  The prizes were inside each cup 

as the participants punched to win and ranged from various gift cards to edible treats. 

Wendy Felix has also been recognized recently for her efforts with HIV testing and education, 

and for her hard work, resourcefulness and creativity with outreach.  She is featured on the 

homepage of the HIV EIS website under the heading “Making a Difference in Georgia” in an 

article entitled:  Overcoming Stigma to Engage Clients. You can check out the article by going 

to the website at hiveis.com.  While on the website, you can also view HIV testing and linkage 

data from last quarter for CSBMG and all the agencies in GA that are affiliated with HIV EIS.  

 



The Early Intervention Service (EIS) of Georgia is made up of a network of dedicated nurses, 

counselors, nurse practitioners, and social workers who are embedded in substance use  

treatment facilities throughout the state. The EIS workers serve on the front lines of              

behavioral health & infectious disease and are committed to stopping the spread of HIV and 

HCV (Hepatitis C virus) through education, screening, and post-test counseling - helping to get 

individuals who are diagnosed positive into medical care. They also support recovery -          

disarming stigma and promoting healing for the clients they serve. Our CSBMG EIS team uses 

the HIV EIS website frequently in multiple ways:  for  reporting data; for viewing data,              

statistics and other useful information; for ordering HIV testing supplies, to access other            

provided resources, and to connect with other EIS workers in the state of GA. 

New Nationwide HIV Statistics Revealed 

The CDC recently posted the latest HIV statistics in the United States; and new statistics show 

that the south still leads the nation in HIV cases.  Data is compiled and reported at the local, 

state and national levels monthly.  The CDC analyzes all this data to formulate reports and 

generate new statistics every couple of years.  The CDC’S National HIV Surveillance System is 

the primary source for monitoring HIV trends in the United States. The CDC funds and assists 

state and local health departments and other organizations to collect the information. When 

a certified HIV tester performs an HIV test at CSBMG, they fill out a test reporting form or 

“bubble sheet” as it’s referred to.  All bubble sheets are then sent into the Department of 

Public Health in Atlanta at the beginning of every month to reflect the HIV testing done in the 

previous month. 

Below are the newest HIV statistics posted by the CDC.  





Wendy Felix, pictured at 

her CSBMG vendor table 

at the Health Fair at  

Jenkins County Medical 

Center on October 22, 

2019.  The CSBMG    

vendor table is adorned 

with a fall theme and 

decorations. 
Wendy Felix, pictured  at 

her CSBMG vendor table    

at the Healthy U Health  

Fair on October 31, 2019. 

This was a fun and festive  

event, and Wendy used        

a whimsical Halloween 

theme with witty catch 

phrases to capture the 

attention of the attendees 

at the Fair. “Punch a pumpkin” was enjoyed 

by participants at the Healthy U 

Health Fair on Oct. 31st.                   

Everyone that agreed to an HIV 

test, got to “punch a pumpkin” to 

win the prizes inside. 



CSB Connection 

We are blessed to work closely with other 

Community Service Boards. Region 2, Oconee 

Center Behavioral Health, came to Dublin to 

help wrap services for the individuals we serve.  

Ellise Tapley and Renia Avera won the Alphabet Soup            

contest at the CSB Annual Conference at Callaway Gardens.  

The prize was a can of soup!   

Treutlen                                              

LOCC  



Our Clubhouse took a group to help paint the 

building as a form of art therapy.   

Grace Place is a creative space to nurture your soul and 

body. Experience peace by expressing yourself freely 

through yoga and art!  

After our January            

Loving Our Community 

Collaborative meeting, 

Renia Avera was able to 

give a CSBMG tour for 

one of our members, 

Deborah Stanley.  

Thank you 

Mandi for 

the last        

minute 

tour of the Soar           

Clubhouse.                            

We had a blast!   



“The Soar Clubhouse uses all 3 venues to keep      

families informed on the events,  last minute             

changes, and to showcase things that are being done 

at the Soar Clubhouse.”  - Mandi Evans 

ClassDojo is a communication app used to share reports            
between parents and our clubhouse staff. It connects  parents 
with our staff on the child’s conduct and performance through 
real-time reports as well as a feed for photos and videos during 
their time at the clubhouse.  The system teaches                            
developmental skills and creates a portfolio for the child, so 
that parents can be aware of activities prior to their many 
events.  

Facebook is a resource for the clubhouses events.  Events that 

have happened and what is to come too.  Mrs. Mandi Evans is 

known to go LIVE during the Clubhouse events.  You can find 

pictures  of our children within their photo albums.  Announce-

ments and Education can also be found by our community 

members that might not have children within our programs.    

Remind is a communication platform that helps every student 
succeed. Whether you're in the classroom, at home, or any-
where in between, Remind makes it easy to stay connected to 
your school community. 

* Communicate in real time—on any device. 

* Keep personal contact information private. 

* Translate messages into more than 90 languages. 

* Share files, photos, and content from your favorite sites.  





A group of CSBMG staff attended the Council of the State Government  Justice Center             

planning team meeting at the Screven County Sheriff's office.  Tracey Johnson has been 

working with this group from the grassroots to help  address the hold ups or brakes that are 

put on those incarcerated and needing mental health support within rural areas.  Tours of 

our clinic was given on this day to help give a visual on how we are working with the               

Sheriff’s office to give services to those within the Screven County Correctional Institution. 

The grant received during this project has placed a case worker within their jail to help 

screen  and transport the inmates for their BH needs and then coordinates with our Screven 

BH Clinic to provide the services needed.  Tracey has done a great job working with this 

team and a great job addressing the needs of the Screven County community.   



Middle Georgia Operations 

Ashley Dykes has worked with us since August of 2019.  She started her BH career as a Clerk 

and is now the HUM (High Utilization Manager) Navigator for the Dublin counties.  Her duties      

consist of helping those in the community who need more support to continue staying         

focused on their behavioral health needs.  Her case load comes from DBHDD (Department of 

Behavioral Health and Developmental Disabilities).  Her HUM title fits her well due to the fact 

that she is from the area and has lived experience.  (See page 19 to learn more about the HUM position.)  

Growing up, Ashley loved to fish and play basketball, softball, and volleyball.  Back in her day, 

she was even a MODEL (we aren’t surprised)!  She enjoys working out at the gym and loves 

watching her special needs son, Addison, play on his basketball team.  She strives daily to eat 

healthy and has learned that she enjoys cooking keto recipes.  On a fun night at home, she 

loves to watch movies and eat Hot Cheetos.   

This past Christmas Ashley and her family took a trip to Disney through the Make A Wish 

Foundation.  After 3 years of completing the application  process, Ashley and her Dad were 

able to take Addison on a trip of his lifetime!  They saw all the Disney characters, jumped 3 

different Disney parks,  pet the dolphins at Sea World, rode the movies at Universal,  and even 

had the opportunity to fly in a helicopter!   

If you haven’t met her, hold on to your seats.  Ashley has an amazing testimony and is a great 

example that recovery is real!  Just ask her!  She loves to share how God has blessed her and 

her family.  She appreciates support and is a great encourager to others that anything is             

possible with family, friends, and God.  “I owe everything I’ve got to God!” -Ashley 



Ogeechee Operations 

Rhonda Powell has a beautiful      

story of RECOVERY.  She started 

her journey with CSB of Middle 

Georgia by attending the peer group at the Lighthouse in Swainsboro, 

GA.  Recently widowed during that time, she needed support while 

mourning and needed to get back on track with her medication.       

During that time she lived in a personal care home in Adrian.  As she  

attended our groups at the Lighthouse, Rhonda was given the            

opportunity to work part-time as a peer specialist. Soon after she            

accepted the PT job, Rhonda applied and was accepted to obtain her 

certification as a CPS (Certified Peer Specialist) under the direction of Tiffany Brooks.  Some 

of her duties were driving the van, helping to lead groups, daily notes, etc.  Rhonda later 

was transferred to Screven County to be the liaison between our out-patient clinic and the 

drug court system.  Rhonda leads the substance abuse group sessions for those who are 

court ordered.   These groups are offered five days a week within the hours of 11:00AM-

7:00PM.  Drug Court was Rhonda’s “niche” because she has the life experience within men-

tal health and substance abuse.  Rhonda now lives in Swainsboro and has recently moved 

her office to the Burke County clinic to carry the HUM (High Utilization Manager) Navigator 

for the Ogeechee counties.  She likes to use the term, “Community Liaison”.  She explains 

the position as one who helps others get the support and attention that they need.  She is 

excited to be, “out in the field and helping others get back on their feet”.  Again with her 

mental health and substance abuse experience this will be great for Rhonda because she 

can help anyone who comes out of the hospital, jail, rehabs, and more.  Rhonda hopes that 

the Ogeechee counties are ready for all of the individuals she is wanting to bring in.              

Rhonda, originally from Sarasota Florida, is a “natural” at interpersonal relationships.  She is 

appreciative of the opportunities that CSB has given her as a second career while living here 

in Georgia for the past 4 years.       



The High Utilization Management 

(HUM) program provides support to      

individuals who experience challenges 

and barriers in accessing and remaining 

enrolled in desired community-based         

services and supports. The HUM program  

includes assertive engagement and            

time-limited follow up to individuals to 

support and encourage a  consistent and 

ongoing connection with appropriate 

community resources.

HUM  

 

ADMISSION CRITERIA 
 

 Adults with a primary substance use, mental health, or co-occurring 
diagnosis who have been admitted to a crisis setting (CSU, BHCC, 
State Contracted Community-Based Inpatient Psychiatric Facility, or 
PRTF) meeting one of the following frequency rates:  
 

1. A 30-day readmission; or  
2. Three (3) admissions within a six-month period; or  
3. Four (4) admissions within a nine-month period;  
AND/OR  
4. Other crisis utilization indicators, as evidenced by the following:  

a. Three (3) mobile crisis dispatches within 90 days or;  
b. Four (4) or more mobile crisis dispatches within nine (9) months; or  
c. Two (2) or more presentations at an Emergency Department within       
90-days; and/or  
d. 30 consecutive days or more in a CSU or State contracted                
Community-Based Inpatient Psychiatric bed.  
 

 

We have 2 HUM Navigators for our 16 counties! 

The CSB of Middle Georgia wishes to extend 
our deepest sympathy to the families of           

Mr. Lawson (Merle) Geiger, Mr. Bill (Donna) 
Miller, and Elizabeth Button Jones for the             

recent passing of Lawson, Bill, and                         
Elizabeth.  You have been in our thoughts           

and prayers. 



How can I identify a suspicious message in my inbox? 

Outlook shows indicators when the sender of a message is          
unverified, and either can't be identified through email                         
authentication protocols or their identity is different from what 
you see in the From address.  You see a '?' in the sender image                       

When Outlook can't verify the identity of the sender using email authentication techniques, it 
displays a '?' in the sender photo.  

 

• Not every message that fails to authenticate is malicious. However, you should be careful 
about interacting with messages that don't authenticate if you don't recognize the sender. Or, 
if you recognize a sender that normally doesn't have a '?' in the sender image, but you          
suddenly start seeing it, that could be a sign the sender is being spoofed. You can learn more 
about Spoof Intelligence from Office 365 Advanced Threat Protection and Exchange Online 
Protection in the Related topics below.  

The sender's address is different than what appears in the From address 

Frequently, the email address you see in a message is different than what you see in the From 
address. Sometimes phishers try to trick you into thinking that the sender is someone other 
than who they really are. 

Thank you Russell for all that you 

did while working with us.  We 

wish you the best!   

“IT will never be the same!” 



IT Vigilance Needed in 2020    
 

Most everyone associated with our agency, either as part of our team, our association members, or 

other community and collaborative partners, should be well educated by now on what can         

happen when a cyberattack takes place.  As part of our agency’s ongoing IT Communication Plan, 

we have pledged to make an extraordinary effort during 2020 and beyond to keep staff aware of 

the potential threats to our system, including ways to deal with these threats.  Without question, 

each of you should be more mindful before opening any attachment on an email or document 

and ask yourself if the email looks authentic or if it is coming from someone that you actually 

know. If you have any doubt whatsoever of the authenticity of the document/email, you should 

immediately contact the IT Department for assistance before going further. 

As part of this month’s column, I am sharing excerpts from an email blast/reminder sent out by 

one of our vendors.  The information below provides some background with regard to how            

sophisticated these criminals have become as well as data related to economic loss that occurs 

subsequent to such attacks.   

 To reiterate one of the most important points in doing whatever we can to thwart such attacks 

and/or scams, make sure that you report anything suspicious or  suspect to the IT Department 

immediately.  Do not wait to see if a problem occurs.  The best defense we have in dealing 

with an IT crisis such as this is to stay abreast of any potential threat and contain it before it 

happens. Communication and education will help us reach this goal.   

 Please discuss these suggestions and information below during your regular staff meetings 

and bring any potential concern or threat to the attention of your manager, coordinator, a 

member of the Executive Team, or the IT Department as soon as you are aware of it. We have 

learned quite a bit over the past three months, and many of these were lessons learned the 

hard way.  Stay vigilant in 2020. 

 FRAUD ALERT:  E-mail Scams Involving Payment Requests 

In today’s digital age, business e-mail compromise (BEC) scams have become increasingly common 

and sophisticated. During 2018, the FBI reported that losses from BEC scams exceeded $1.2 billion. 

In BEC scams, fraudsters may utilize information obtained from various sources, including social 

media and compromised e-mail, to craft fraudulent e-mails directing ACH or wire transfer                  

payments to the account(s) controlled by the fraudster.  Fraudsters may also try to impersonate             

C-suite executives with scams requesting an "urgent" payment or change in payment instructions. 

These scams try to convince payment and accounting employees or administrative assistants that 

the executive is helping a trusted vendor receive funds quickly; in truth, the criminals are trying to 

divert funds to an account they control. 



 

These fraudulent e-mails often appear legitimate and authentic. However, closer  examination may 

reveal a slightly altered e-mail address. The alteration is accomplished by adding or changing one 

letter in a legitimate e-mail address. For  example, the e-mail address of jjones@vendorcompany.com 

may be altered to jjones@vendorcompony.com.  Only close examination of a sender’s e-mail                  

addresses will reveal these subtle changes.      

 

Fraudsters may also gain control of a company’s e-mail platform and/or specific e-mail addresses, 

where internal e-mail traffic can be utilized to the fraudster’s advantage. The fraudster may be able 

to gain a great deal of insight regarding payment practices, payees, employee absences, etc.                

Typically in this scenario, e-mails directing payments or changes to payment instructions will likely 

feature authentic e-mail addresses that have not been altered as described above. 

    

To protect an agency, we must ensure all employees handling payments strictly adhere to the               

following practices:  Scrutinize e-mail addresses – alterations by fraudsters are often minor and            

require close inspection to recognize.  Validate all payment instructions received via e-mail, even if 

the e-mail is internal.  Pick up the phone, whenever possible, and speak directly with the individual               

requesting a funds transfer.  Contact the vendor or client directly to confirm that any requests for 

payment method changes are legitimate before processing. Be suspicious if you receive an e-mail  

request to change a check disbursement to a wire transfer or ACH payment.  Review all payments 

carefully before they are sent, and ensure all correspondence is validated and documented in a             

unified way across your business.   Process all electronic payments under dual control.  Report 

fraudulent e-mail requests or suspicious activity immediately to your supervisor, program                 

coordinator, Executive team member, or IT Department.         

 

If the fraudulent requests suggest anything having to do with banking, report this suspicious                  

activity to the bank manager. Making banking partners aware of such experience may help banks 

identify suspicious activity more quickly and minimize fraudulent funds transfers for their clients. 

Please do not hesitate to ask questions or ask for additional information about protecting our              

agency from e-mail payment scams.  Staying alert and vigilant is high on the list to keep an CSBMG 

safe, secure, and protected. 

mailto:jjones@vendorcompany.com
mailto:jjones@vendorcompony.com
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Don’t forget about 

the community 

support that is 

offered! 

RISEUP volunteered to help pack boxes for  

Mt. Olive’s Food Bank again this month! 

 



The National Action Alliance for Suicide Prevention (Action Alliance) and its Media Messaging 
Workgroup released a joint statement calling on all sectors of society to make suicide          
prevention a national priority. The new CDC data shows there was a 1.4% increase in the         
age-adjusted suicide rate in 2018, when compared to 2017. In 2018 alone, 48,344 Americans 
lost their lives to suicide. As the statement emphasizes, “suicide will continue to affect              
millions of Americans each year if both the public and private sectors neglect to invest the 
necessary time, energy, and resources into supporting more robust research and                          
programming, building an effective crisis infrastructure, and scaling up proven evidence-based 
solutions”—like Zero Suicide. 

 

HELEN CORLESS, MPH 

Product Marketing Specialist 

Suicide Prevention Resource Center 

Education Development Center 

https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftheactionalliance.org%2F&data=02%7C01%7C%7C983de2f4b7fe458ac0f808d7aa5ab6e9%7C554b6763032347df85b3bbaa21676efb%7C0%7C0%7C637165179958029208&sdata=IAu1u%2B9mpXA%2F5HlQRNwlLhd8C%2Bz%2FmvKu5R9uFp%
https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftheactionalliance.org%2Ftask-force%2Fmedia-messaging&data=02%7C01%7C%7C983de2f4b7fe458ac0f808d7aa5ab6e9%7C554b6763032347df85b3bbaa21676efb%7C0%7C0%7C637165179958039203&sdata=P8OixAAuDTZGVemU9lF
https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftheactionalliance.org%2Fsites%2Fdefault%2Ffiles%2Faction_alliance_statement_new_cdc_mortality_data_for_distribution.pdf&data=02%7C01%7C%7C983de2f4b7fe458ac0f808d7aa5ab6e9%7C554b6763032347df85b3


Do you know  a person at work, when you are in a pinch and are 
stressed, that you call on?  You know that no matter the situation, that 
specific person will be there for you. They “have your back”, they “help 
you get through it”. I do!  I have a couple of people that will stop what 
they are doing to help me anytime that I need them.  Because of that, I 
want to give a “Shout Out” to them!  I would love to have an article in 
each Perspective where we can take the opportunity to give others the 
recognition that they deserve! So, if you have a person at work that you 
want to show appreciation to, send me a paragraph and a photo to be 
added to the newsletter.                                         Renia Avera 

               ravera@csbmg.com 

Senate Committee & FCC Unanimously Approve 9-8-8  
Suicide Hotline Update 

The National Suicide Hotline Designation Act (S. 2661) has passed   
unanimously out of the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and 
Transportation and now moves to the Senate floor. The bill would change 
the current, difficult to remember 10-digit number for the national suicide 
prevention hotline to “9-8-8.” Additionally, the Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC) yesterday unanimously voted in favor of a proposal 
that aligns with the Senate bill, and the change will soon be open to public 
comment.  



I would like to take this time to give kudos to 
Mrs. Trish. While putting on the I/DD Christ-
mas Party for persons served, Trish was monu-
mental in helping things run  smoothly. Trish 
arrived      early and stayed late. Trish also par-
ticipated and had a good time with the clients 
and staff. It is team members like Trish who 
make this such a great place to work. Trish al-
ways goes above and beyond to help others 
and I wanted to take this time to publicly 
acknowledge her.                    
                                    -Stephen Smith 

Hey Denise,  
 

It was good to see you last month at the BHIRC meeting.  The subject of my email 
says it all, but I wanted to let you know that Marnie and Meredith were a major 
help to me this afternoon.  I have been working on talking points about Apex for 
Commissioner Fitzgerald and needed information about how it really works in a 
school – put in a conversational way.  Both were generous with their time on the 
phone, helping me better understand the real impact of Apex on kids, parents, 
and schools, and they were so patient with my questions.  It’s such a pleasure to 
work with them, and I’m just really grateful for all three of 
you (and everyone at CSBMG) for your support and           
friendship.  
 

Warmly, 

Angelyn   
 

Angelyn Dionysatos McDonald, J.D. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Claire Philips, CPS                
Emerging Adults  

A special “Shout Out” to these four           
deserving staff members for receiving their 
new credentials!  Thanks for all you do for 

those we serve.  You ladies rock! 

 

 

Ashley Black, CPS                                                                          
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Bethany Knowles, CPS-Y             
SOAR Clubhouse 
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Pamela Williams, CPS-Y, CPS                                                                                 

Emerging Adults  





____________________________                                                                  

LOCC Treutlen Meeting   

February 3, 2020 @10:00AM 

___________________________ 

LOCC Dublin Meeting  

February 19, 2020 @11:30AM  

____________________________ 

Behavioral Health Forum             

Child & Adolescence  9:30 Dublin  

February 6, 2020 HS Auditorium  

____________________________ 

Mental Health Day at the Capitol  

February 7, 2020 

_______________________________ 

Last Day to Register to Vote 

February 24, 2020 

____________________________ 

RISEUP Valentine’s Day Party     

February 14, 2020 @ 5:00 

Announcements 

 Reminder: Please wear your name badge during work hours, on and 

off-site, while on CSBMG business.  Also, make sure the badge is   

visible.  This is not only for identification purposes, but also for safety 

measures.  Thanks! 

 All Employees (HCS, Inc. and CSBMG employees) will be granted and 

paid for two additional holidays each year:  the Friday after     

Thanksgiving and one extra day during Christmas (TBD).  The CSBMG 

Management Team reserves the right to cancel the two additional 

paid holidays, during any calendar year, if the agency budget restricts 

this option.  

 Now that we are getting back on track Terry Richards wants to wrap 
up the nomination/application process for the Leadership               
Development Program.  Please let your teams and those you know 
who may be interested in the program and have not applied that we 
will accept applications through the end of January and will            
announce those  accepted in February.  

 We are performing maintenance on all computers. Computers need 
to stay powered on at all times to receive updates. It is ok to log off; 
just do not shut down. 

 

 

 

February 11 & 12 , 2020  

Bethlehem Baptist Church  

335 Bethlehem Church Road 

East Dublin, GA 31027 

Email Renia Avera to sign up! 

ravera@csbmg.com   


